SCLers Depart From Convention

Ludi and Olympika events for the remainder of the convention have been canceled. In a shocking announcement from the National Committee, it has been discovered that the SCL dorm is deserted; Fargo North school and shuttle are empty; and That’s Entertainment! honey props were returned to the bees in compliance of 4475 NY Superior Court (2007), Barry Bee Benson v. the Honey Industry. After an extensive investigation involving hours of mindless scrolling through various social media, it was concluded that the entire SCL has departed Fargo, believing that Saturday was the final day of NJCL convention. Posts of JCLove, Ludi napping results, and images of sleeping SCLers have swarmed various social media. Without the work of the SCL, the NJCL will be unable to run their usual top-quality events during the remainder of the convention. We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause and warn that this may also be a sticky situation we might find ourselves in next year.

Buzz: An Ear Puzzle

Can you figure out the below puzzle? Each set of characters represents one letter! Please send your answers in as a personal to potentially get a fabulous prize!

1. Bzzr bazbaz bzee buzzy
2. Buzz bzbz bzap zzuu
3. Bzeet Buzz zzzz buzz bzza
4. Bazz Buzz
5. Bzza bzzt zzzb bzap buzbiz buzz bzza

Blinded by the Light

Catastrophe struck the first General Assembly yesterday as over a thousand people were blinded by the projected slideshow. Just as the announcement about the changing time for Olympika swimming was being discussed, a brilliant, dazzling white light flashed across the Fargononagon and took out the vision of all in the audience. Many of those affected were only children, who had their young lives changed forever by this blinding. Authorities are still investigating the cause of this disaster, but inside sources suggest racketeering may have been involved.

To bee continued...
Allegedly craving Little Caesar’s, a bold JCLer wandered slightly off campus today after GA 1. For his complete and utter disregard of the law, plans were initiated to send him home at his parents’ expense. “You should be worrying about the Night King locked up in Area 51, not my excursion beyond the Wall!” he screamed in self-defense. These plans have been stalled, however, because he demanded a trial by combat as they tried to shuttle him away.

Though his defense quickly went from season 3 to 8, the National Committee had no choice but to grant him the trial when he started threatening the wrath of the Lord of Light. He has chosen Dennis Webb as his champion to fight against the undefeated Generosa Sangco-Jackson, touting the Constitutional Advisor to be more nimble than Oberyn, more mad than Aegon, and more skilled in swordsmanship than Brienne of Tarth and Arya Stark combined. We contacted Constitutional Advisor Dennis Webb, who tells us he is flattered but has already respectfully declined.

Regardless of whether or not a champion will step up for the JCLer in question, his fate shall be decided in the Thunderdome Fargodome tonight at sundown (approximately 9:06 PM).
No Walking Allowed

Due to the wild success and increased safety from the buses that took students to and from Olympika swimming yesterday, the National Committee has decided that there will be no more walking allowed when going between buildings. Buses will shuttle JCLers along most routes, and golf carts will be used between buildings without road access.

Personal

Hey Natasha P., do you know my friend William Ards? Goes by the name Bill…

Ethan, I need your number.

MassJCL Reginae, sumus primi.

Dear Tornado, after all this hype, I will be right cross if you don’t show up this week. From JCL.

Hey! Do you like Keanu Reeves and want him to find love? Sign my petition “Help me get Keanu Reeves to ask out my mom!” at change.org!

There are too many Kyles in the JCL. We need to fix this. -Kyle

Rice Rice Rice
I Like Rice
Rice Rice Rice
-D.W.

New Jersey! I am simply so proud to work w/ my awesome state chairs & I love how you students are just jumping into everything! -Jennifer Jones

Looking for Ludi Basketball team willing to play with a random girl from Texas. I’ll be wearing a blue baseball cap at registration :)

Cali’s got the pickle, but Carl’s got the beard. Welcome to convention, Carl’s stunning beard!

50 cent kazoo. From @quintusiucundusofficial, the official seller from last year. Customizable. That’s all.
Welcome to Ohio North Dakota